Questions for Editors/Hosts Reviewing Grandloving

How many Grandparents are in the US today? Are they the only ones interested in Grandloving?

How many grandchildren do you have, Sue?

What made you decide to write a book like *Grandloving*?

I understand the cornerstone of the book is input from 350 families from all over the world - How did you get this input?

How did you connect with Bil Keane, the famous Family Circus cartoonist who drew your cartoon?

What was it like working with Dr. Lillian Carson who did your Foreword and Jim Fay who did your Introduction?

How does your new fifth edition differ from your earlier editions?

What type of ideas do you give in *Grandloving*? – See contents below

Why did you feel qualified to write *Grandloving*?

How did you actually write the book when you live in different states across the country?

Was this an easy book to sell to a publisher and how did you do it?

Is *Grandloving* a How-To Book?

From whose point of view is *Grandloving* written?

Is *Grandloving* for all grandparents?

Do you have a website?

Do you use *Grandloving*?

If you had to pick 3 things that make a wonderful grandparent what are they?

What is your grandparenting philosophy?

Is Sue the Perfect Grandmother?

Are there any areas that require grandparents to be especially sensitive?

Sue, do you have other personal thoughts you’d like to share with grandparents?

How can readers buy Grandloving?
We’d be delighted to talk about the book and can tell what each chapter is about and then give examples of several fun activities from each chapter!

A brief overview of our chapters:

How is Grandloving organized?

Chapter 1 — Nine Months and Counting
Chapter 2 — Hello, Baby!
Chapter 3 — Love Across the Miles
Chapter 4 — With Open Arms: When Grandchildren Visit
Chapter 5 — Pack to Play: Enjoying Grandchildren at Their Home
Chapter 6 — Heartfelt Holidays and Family Traditions
Chapter 7 — More Mailbox Treasures
Chapter 8 — Looking Ahead: Tweens, Teens and Beyond
Chapter 9 — A Click Away: Keeping Close with Technology
Chapter 10 — Caring for Your Grandchild
Chapter 11 — Helpful Resources for Grandparents
Chapter 12 — Favorite Books to Cherish and Share
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